Children’s Interaction Ability Towards Multi-Touch Gestures
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Abstract— The modern, powerful and multi-touch technology has gained attention among younger users. The devices are not only limited to entertainment purposes but are also increasingly introduced for learning purposes at kindergartens and preschool. However, the number of studies that address the interaction of multi-touch gestures among kindergarten children are still limited. In fact, such interactions foster great learning potential in developmental skills for children. This paper specifically focuses on the priority of children’s interaction abilities towards multi-touch gestures such as rotation, zoom-in, and zoom-out. This study had involved ten kindergarten children in a kindergarten located in Kajang, Selangor between ages of four to six years old. A direct observation technique was used in this study. The findings show three items from the aspects of motor and cognitive skills (such as touch input unable to reach screen sensitivity, unintentional touches, and fingers touching the object inaccurately) are the interaction ability that should be prioritized. Thus, this study suggests that the development of an adaptive multi-touch gestures application should be adapted into to children's motor and cognitive skills, besides the other aspects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, tremendous development has enabled multi-touch technologies to receive widespread attention not only from the industry sector but also in academics, especially early childhood education. Multi-touch gesture interaction promotes an interesting learning platform for students. Through this new interaction, the user can perform flexible gestures using their fingers directly to the screen, without uses of conventional input devices like the mouse and keyboard [1], [2]. Additionally, most touch screen mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones have interfaces that allow multi-touch interaction. This absolutely attracts children's interests especially ones that love to explore the use of new technology. Besides, such interaction that combines real and virtual learning experiences [3] seeks to offer an intuitive and natural learning environment to users [4]-[6]. The multi-touch interaction may improve the motor and cognitive developmental skills that coordinate finger movements and thinking skills [7].

Meanwhile, the use of touch screen devices as a learning tool at a kindergarten level recently is the appropriate time to be implemented since children at this age mostly already have the basics on the background of technology knowledge. They learn to interact with touch screens without guidance from adults. There are two kindergartens in Malaysia such as Genius Aulad and Jabatan Kemajuan Masyarakat (KEMAS) kindergarten that have interactive whiteboards in their classrooms. However, kindergarten children are not exposed and provided with the new multi-touch interaction. Such supplied devices are only used for watching videos, reading story materials and playing songs. In addition, aspects of touch gestures in their software devices are totally different and not fully the touch screen devices’ aspect. This is a lacking to the children’s developmental skills, which is known as Net generation. In fact, they learn to interact with touch screen mobile devices even before they can speak [8]. Previous studies have shown that young users are able to perform basic gestures such as tap, drag and press successfully [8], [9]. Such gestures are the basic core that only uses one finger to interact on the screen, which is known as single touch gestures.

Even though children are able to perform single gestures correctly, that alone does not necessarily mean that they can perform multi-touch gestures very well. The way to perform multi-touch gestures such as rotation, zoom-in and zoom-out are quite different since these gestures involve more than one finger (see Fig. 1). In fact, such interactions need development of physical, motor and cognitive skills that are still developing at this age. Additionally, multi-touch gestures involve finger movement on a same target area that may cause the finger occlusion if they do not give attention [4].
Furthermore, the latest study by [10] identified that there are three main aspects that determine a child’s ability in interaction towards multi-touch gestures: (a) difficulty factor; (b) practical guidance; and (c) motor and cognitive skills.

Regarding the difficulty factor, past studies showed that children face problems to perform multi-touch gestures successfully [4], [11]. They are often confused and do not understand the ergonomics of multi-touch gestures [6]. They also used the wrong finger which causes system failure in recognizing their interaction used [9]. Besides, guidance has also become the main issue faced by children when performing multi-touch. They need step by step teaching and practical guidance about how to perform multi-touch in a proper way. Findings from [12] identified that children like to use their own finger without following instructions from the teacher. This is actually due to the fact they had misunderstood the instructions given by teacher since they have less mental acuity and are not matured yet. Meanwhile, children could not perform zoom-in and zoom-out gestures because of low motor and visual coordination [4]. Children have relatively small fingers, weaker arms and limited motor control to perform multi-touch gestures, besides having limited concentration skills. This is because children in the preoperational stage can only keep track of one thing at a time.

But the question is, how far can the three aspects of interaction ability influence children and which aspect is most dominant to them? We still do not know the answer since there is no study that examine children's interaction abilities towards multi-touch gestures. Existing studies on touch interaction involved kindergarten children limited to only single touch gestures such as tap, press and drag [4], [11], [13], comparison of ability between children and adults [14]-[16] and performance between pen and finger gestures [16]-[18]. The requirement to explore kindergarten children’s interaction ability in detail is important because it is to find out how they interact with multi-touch devices.

Thus, this paper explores the priority of children’s interaction ability to perform multi-touch gestures in touch screen mobile devices via direct observation in a kindergarten. Related works from previous studies show that touch-screen interactive technology has become more and more popular, piquing everyone’s interests. The development of such technology evolved rapidly in markets that have made it available everywhere with relevant and affordable prices. The uses of touch screen mobile devices became popular culture and slowly changing the lifestyle of our society. Because of that, children who are born and raised in this environment are known as the Net generation. They are modern babies and toddlers that have gradually developed the skill to use touch screen devices ever since they were infants. So, it is not weird when touch screen devices become their daily toys since it is part of their life. Children love to explore new technology and they will master how to interact with gestures in touch screen indirectly [19]. Additionally, touch interaction that detects the presence of only one finger on the screen made their adaption towards this technology easier. Such new interaction does not need maximum effort because it is easy to perform and has similarities with the interaction in real situations [20].

User interaction towards touch screen mobile devices involves several basic gestures. The gestures are tap, double tap, drag, flick, zoom-in, zoom-out, press, press and tap, press and drag and rotate [21] (see Fig. 2). There are two types of touch gestures, which are single touch and multi-touch. Single touch gestures only require one finger to interact on screens which are tap, double tap, drag, flick, press, press and tap, press and drag. While multi-touch gestures involve more than one finger such as rotate, zoom-in and zoom-out. Multi-touch offers more powerful functionalities rather than single gestures. Through these gestures, users are allowed to perform various flexible gestures using their fingers on the screen.

This study only focuses on multi-touch gestures. Basically, children can perform most of single touch gestures correctly. Previous studies have shown that children can perform single gestures such as tap, drag, flick, and press successfully [8], [9]. This is because interaction for such gestures is simple and easy, resembling real-world interaction [20]. However, it differs with other types of gestures. Children find it difficult and because they are unable to perform multi-touch gestures correctly [4], [11]. This is regarded to the children that have limited knowledge and experiences towards technology, besides development of motor and cognitive skills that are still developing.

Analysis from several studies discussed the children’s interaction ability towards multi-touch gestures such as rotate, zoom-in and zoom-out [4], [6], [9], [12], [22], [23]. A study by [9] has found that children always use their fingers inconsistently when performing multi-touch gestures. The reason why is that they get quite confused and unable to comprehend the right way to perform multi-touch [6]. They also do not follow the instructions given when they shift their fingers following their own comfort. At last, it affects the finger movement rendering it incorrect. Next, gestures performed by children especially zoom-in and zoom-out are unable to reach the target boundary [6]. Consequently, their interaction will not be recognized by the system. This is because of the interaction of both zoom gestures considering...
several aspects like finger use, diameter between fingers, entry point, and target boundary.

A study by [24] with children ages two to four years old identified that visual instructions provided to them were unable to help them perform gestures successfully. The children in his study could not perform the gestures as shown in visual instructions. This is because the content developed in the visual instructions was not age-appropriate to those children. Providing visual instructions actually help engage the user with the gestures to be performed, simultaneously helping them to achieve the skills required. Moreover, providing feedback in an application helps to inform users that their task is finished successfully. The feedback should be given immediately to users especially when the user in question is children [23]. Delayed feedback in an application will cause children to be impatient in waiting. They will then try to do the same interaction repeatedly to get immediate feedback. Children do not like to wait and are always hoping that the application system will give them an immediate response. Sometimes gestures performed by children such as rotation could not be recognized by the system as a proper gesture. It may be because of the children’s physical such as small fingers, weaker arms and limited motor control which all contribute to the fact that their touch input was unable to reach screen sensitivity [9]. Additionally, they tend to put their hand on the screen in the wrong way.

There were several studies that highlight unintentional touches among children [4], [6], [22]. This interaction happens when other parts of their hand touch the screen without realizing it. Children are found to be more likely to accidentally touch than adults, especially smaller targets. Next, finger touches by children always stray far away from the target object. This is because they have less experience estimating how much pressure should be given to the screen, thus affecting their gestures that could not be recognized by the system.

Moreover, zoom-in and zoom-out gestures performed by children are not successful due to low motor and visual skill coordination [4]. The combination of such skills is related to their limited cognitive ability and concentration. Meanwhile, regarding the rotate gestures, children in preoperational stage are only able to perform the gestures in a clockwise direction [6], [25]. Children are often confused to relate between finger movements and rotate edges when several edges are involved. Besides, children are unable to perform rotate gestures in an anti-clockwise direction since it requires maximum effort that is not quite balanced with their limited motor skills.

One important part that should be discussed is children's cognitive development. This study involved kindergarten children ages four to six, meaning it will focus on the preoperational stage. Children in this stage have limitations in motor and cognitive developmental skills. The way they think or see something is central to single things at a time [4], [26]. This is known as egocentric thinking. They also cannot think logically and rationally. Moreover, children learn to develop their motor skills during this period. As they grow up, their body evolves into stronger fingers and arms which help them achieve a fine level of motor skills.

From the review that had been done, children faced problems to perform multi-touch gestures compared to single touches. It showed existing applications developed for children do not benefit nor even helped them to perform multi-touch correctly. Hence, this study is conducted to explore the priority of interaction ability needed by children to perform multi-touch gestures. The study goal is to gain knowledge about useful ways to perform multi-touch. Thus, it may help in the development of multi-touch applications that can be adapted to children's limited motor and cognitive skills.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fig. 3 presents the technique used to identify the children’s interaction ability with multi-touch gestures based on an analysis of the interaction ability as derived from the literature review. The activities involved are:

- Analysis of children’s ability to list three main aspects of ability for multi-touch as described in Related Works.
- Direct observation of children in kindergarten.
A. Observation

This study uses an observation in an experimental technique with ten participants from Emaan Kindy Hillpark kindergarten at Kajang, Selangor. The children were aged four years (3 children), five years (4 children) and six years (3 children). The genders of the children were five boys and five girls. All the participants had prior experience using at least smartphones or tablets according to the selection by their class teacher. The kindergarten’s consent was obtained before conducting the study.

This study uses a checklist form as an instrument for data collection. The form was divided into two parts. Part A contains seven items, which are general participant background (two items) and participant background using touch screen applications (five items). Part B consists of nine items based on three interaction abilities which are three aspects. These aspects are difficulty factor, practical guidance and cognitive and motor aspects [6], [10], [18], [27]. There are two items in difficulty factor, two items in practical guidance and five items in cognitive and motor aspect (as shown in Table 1).

The device used for this experiment was a Samsung Galaxy S2 9.7 tablet with Android 5.0.2 equipped with a capacitive multi-touch screen. A prototype application of preschool touch gestures was developed for this study (Fig. 4 and 5). The purpose of such prototype was to examine children’s interaction ability. The participants sat on a chair in front of a table in face-to-face situations with the researcher. The experiment session will be conducted by the researcher herself who also acts as a facilitator with the participants. All activities were recorded based on the checklist form and additional notes were taken during the experiment.

B. Procedure

The researcher asked the participants basic questions on touch screen usage at home. Next, the participants started the tasks of performing rotation, zoom-in and zoom-out (Fig. 6, 7 and 8) with the introduction of interactive visual for each task. The overall time provided was 10 minutes. The prototype gave positive audiovisual feedback whenever a gesture was completely successful (Fig. 9). Two sets of video recordings were taken during the experiment that was aided by the other facilitators. The purpose was to not only record finger interaction on screen but also vocal behaviour, facial expressions and their gestures which are all useful for data analysis.

1) Rotation: There are two number images on screen: a colour image (left screen) and a target image in black (right). The participants are required to rotate the image to the degree that appears on the screen. The successful gestures will be determined when the colour image disappears and is in the target image.

2) Zoom-In: There are two images on screen: a colour image and a target image in grey. Participants need to scale up the colour image until the image has an equal size with the target image. Successful gestures are determined when the target image changes from grey to black.

3) Zoom-Out: There are two images on screen: a colour image and a target image in grey. Participants need to scale down the colour image until the image has an equal size with the target image. The successful gestures are determined when the target image changes from grey to black colour.
Data collected in this study is related to the frequency of children’s interaction ability towards multi-touch gestures. Items of the interaction ability were identified via observation by the researcher during the experiment. There are nine items in children’s interaction ability where each item has a different way to determine the frequency value. For example, the availability of item A1 (inconsistent finger use) (refer Table 1) was determined when participants shift their fingers or any left and right hand during the interaction. A study by [12] mentioned that children failed to perform multi-touch successfully because they do not follow the interactive visual instructions. They would much rather shift their fingers on their own. Thus, to make sure whether there was a finger shift during the interaction, the researcher will review the video recordings. Data collection from this observation will be analysed in the next section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of children’s interaction ability towards multi-touch gestures gained from the observation were recorded in Table 1 and Fig. 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects of Interaction Ability</th>
<th>Interaction Ability Item</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Z_{in}</th>
<th>Z_{out}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty factor</td>
<td>A1 Inconsistent finger use</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2 High recognition of target boundary</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical guidance</td>
<td>A3 Inappropriate visual instructions</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A4 Delayed feedback</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive and motor</td>
<td>A5 Touch input unable to reach screen sensitivity</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A6 Unintentional touches</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A7 Fingers touch the object inaccurately</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A8 Low coordination of motor and visual skills</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A9 Rotation in clockwise only</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description:
A - Ability
R – Rotation
Z_{in} – Zoom-in
Z_{out} – Zoom-out

Based on Table 1, the frequencies of each item that is equal to or exceed five represent the children who are unable to perform rotation, zoom-in, and zoom-out successfully. Next, Fig. 10 illustrates the percentage of each item (from all aspects) for each multi-touch gestures. The percentage of 50% is selected as a minimum item for children’s interaction ability while the item with 90% shows the highest priority of children's interaction ability towards multi-touch. From the graph, all multi-touch gestures that reached 50% or above, meant that overall, the items coincided with the interaction ability of children faced with performing multi-touch.

An aspect of difficulty factor, especially the high recognition of target boundary, recorded the highest percentage (90%) among all tasks, as shown in the graph. The children need practical guidance from adults since the visual instructions provided are inappropriate and often confusing (90%). The same percentage (80%) could be seen as other aspects of motor and cognitive skills, especially the system not recording touch input registration, fingers touch the object inaccurately and high coordination of motor and visual skills. Furthermore, children are only able to perform a rotation in a clockwise direction which recorded 60% compared with counter clockwise.

The same percentage (80%) was recorded for zoom-in tasks, which refer to the children's interaction in unintentional touches and coordination between the motor and visual aspects. Overall, the ability aspect for this task is lower compared to the task for rotation and zoom-out.

Meanwhile, the highest percentages for ability aspect for zoom-out tasks are in high recognition of target boundary, system not recorded touch input registration, unintentional touches, and fingers touch the object inaccurately, recorded at 90%.
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Based on the percentages of interaction ability for overall tasks in Fig. 10, it may be said that gestures performed by the children did not achieve the target because of the high recognition target boundary of the system. A study by [8] stated that children ages 4 and above could perform multi-touch gestures to rotate, zoom-in, and zoom-out, but these gestures fail to be recognized by the system as they did not reach a specific target boundary.

Next, children need specific and clear visual instructions for rotation gestures in terms of practical guidance they got from the adults [27]. With smaller and weaker fingers, their interaction often strays away from the object. In addition, the rotation gestures require both motor and visual coordination.

Furthermore, children’s ability to perform zoom-out is influenced by three main ability items of motor and cognitive skills aspect. This is because they have less experience at estimating how much pressure that should be imparted to the screen, thus making the gestures performed go unrecognized by the system.

As a whole, findings (see Table 2) indicate that the highest priority of children’s interaction ability is most influenced by the item of high recognition of target boundary for all multi-touch gestures. Moreover, three from five items (touch input unable to reach screen sensitivity, unintentional touches and fingers touch the object inaccurately) in motor and cognitive skills aspect became the most priority ability for zoom-out interactions, followed by the item of inappropriate visual instructions rotate gestures. However, other items from the aspect of difficulty and practical guidance have affected the successfulness of multi-touch gestures performed by kindergarten children. Hence, all nine items are included in the children’s interaction ability that should be highlighted in the development of the interfaces for multi-touch gestures.

The findings obtained from this study have strengthened the aspect of difficulties, practical guidance, and limited motor and cognitive skills faced by children during interaction with rotation, zoom-in, and zoom-out. Although these results are consistent with other researcher’s findings, the development of an adaptive interface design that can be adapt into children’s motor and cognitive skills [25], [28] should be addressed in the future. This is because children of different ages have different levels of skill and abilities that are still developing.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

This paper specifically discusses the priority of children’s interaction ability in performing multi-touch gestures. There are two activities used in this study, which are analyses of children’s interaction ability and observation. This study is limited to kindergarten children ages four to six years old and focuses on multi-touch rotation, zoom-in, and zoom-out gestures.

The contribution of this study is knowledge on the priority of children’s interaction ability that will assist designers and developers who are developing multi-touch gestures applications suitable for kindergarten children. This study also aims to help children to perform multi-touch gestures in a proper way and at the same time may improve their motor, cognitive and visual skills. Moreover, future attempts should be taken by researchers to provide benefits in kindergarten education in accordance with the Malaysia Education Blueprint 2013-2025 the seventh shift to transform the system, maximizing ICT use in the learning process.
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